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(57) Abstract: A deployment system (100) for user interface de
vices (200) with enhanced interface capabilities and methods for
manufacturing and using same. The deployment system includes a
main rotating joint system ( 110) and a device mounting assembly
(120) that are coupled via an extension support system. The main
rotating joint system ( 110) enables the deployment system to be
installed at any suitable installation location, such as an armrest
(444); whereas, the device mounting assembly is configured to re

ceive a selected user interface device (200). Advantageously, the
deployment system provides an enlarged internal channel for ac
commodating larger communication cables and a progressive
clutch system ( 110A) for supporting the increased weight of the
user interface devices (200). The deployment system (100) there
by can maintain near- constant tension during deployment of the
user interface devices (200), inhibiting drop injuries to users and
damage to the user interface devices.
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DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USER INTERFACE DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to United States provisional patent application,

Serial No. 61/343,368, filed April 27, 2010. Priority to the provisional patent application is

expressly claimed, and the disclosure of the provisional application is hereby incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety and for all purposes.

FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to mounting systems and more

particularly, but not exclusively, to seat-based mounting systems suitable for use with user

interface devices of vehicle information systems installed aboard passenger vehicles.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Passenger vehicles, such as automobiles and aircraft, often include vehicle

information systems for satisfying passenger demand for access to viewing content, such as

information or entertainment content, while traveling.

[0004] Conventional vehicle information systems typically include seat video

presentations systems with individual controls such that viewing content is selectable by the

passengers. The viewing content can include audio and video materials that are derived from

a variety of content sources. Prerecorded viewing content, such as motion pictures and

music, can be provided by internal content sources, such as audio and video players, that are

installed in the vehicle. The conventional vehicle information systems likewise can include

an antenna system for receiving viewing content, such as live television programming,

transmitted from one or more content providers (or sources) that are external to, and/or

remote from, the vehicle.

[0005] As illustrated in Figs. 1A-B, several mounting options exist when video display

systems 550 are disposed adjacent to a passenger seat 440 within a passenger

compartment 430 of a passenger vehicle 400. For example, the video display system 550

typically is mounted on a facing seatback 442 or an armrest 444 of the passenger seat 440.



When installed at the seat armrest 440, the video display system 550 is mounted on an

intermediate support arm 500 for coupling the video display system 550 and the seat

armrest 440. The support arm 500 extends from the seat armrest 440 into a deployed position

and allows a position of the video display system 550 to be adjusted relative to the passenger

seat 440. As desired, a viewing angle of the video display system 550 can readily be changed

to enhance enjoyment of the presented viewing content. Fig. IB shows the video display

system 550 of Fig. 1A in a stowed position. As illustrated in Fig. IB, the passenger seat 440

is shown as including an internal compartment 446 for stowing the video display system 550

when not in use.

[0006] A detail drawing of a typical prior art support arm 500 is illustrated in Fig. 2 .

Exemplary support arms are shown and described in the co-pending United States patent

applications: "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MOUNTING USER INTERFACE

DEVICES," Serial No. 11/828,193, filed on July 25, 2007; and "USER INTERFACE device

AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING VIEWING CONTENT," Serial No. 11/835,371, filed

on August 7, 2007, which are assigned to the assignee of the present application and the

respective disclosures of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties

and for all purposes. As shown in Fig. 2, the support arm 500 includes a central support

member 510. The support member 510 couples with the seat armrest 440 (shown in

Figs. 1A-B) via a first rotatable joint 520 and couples with the video display system 550 via a

second rotatable joint 530. The first rotatable joint 520 enables the support member 510 to

rotate relative to the seat armrest 440; whereas, the second rotatable joint 530 permits the

video display system 550 to rotate relative to the support member 510.

[0007] The support arm 500 also defines an internal channel 515 for receiving a video

communication cable 540. The internal channel 515 is formed within each of the support

member 510 and the rotatable joints 520, 530. The video communication cable 540 thereby

can be fed from the passenger seat 440 (shown in Figs. 1A-B) through internal channel 515

formed by the rotatable joint 520, the support member 510, and the rotatable joint 530 to the

video display system 550. In operation, the video communication cable 540 transmits video



content from the vehicle information system for presentation via the video display

system 550. Since conventional video communication cables 540 only transmit video content

to the video display systems 550, the video communication cables 540 have few conductors

and relatively small diameters.

[0008] More recently, additional functionality has incorporated into the video display

systems 550, and vehicle information systems have been adapted to incorporate

communication ports (or jacks or connectors) and/or interactive user (or passenger) interface

devices the passenger seats 440 (shown in Figs. 1A-B). Exemplary enhanced capabilities

include support for power signals, video signals, audio signals, control signals, touchscreen

display systems, personal media devices, Universal Serial Bus (USB) devices, and other

functions. These enhanced capabilities have resulted in a greater number of conductors

within the video communication cable 540 within the support arm 500 and a corresponding

increase in the diameter of the video communication cable 540.

[0009] The support arm 500 therefore requires modification (and/or redesign) to

accommodate larger video communication cable 540. For example, the dimension (bore,

cross-section, and/or bend radii) of the internal channel 515 must increase to accommodate

the thicker video communication cable 540; while, space limitations within the passenger

compartment 430 restrict changes to the external dimensions of the support arm 500. The

thicker video communication cable 540 likewise is less flexible than the traditional video

communication cables 540 and is difficult to pass through the internal channel 515 during

installation. Further, as the rotatable joints 520, 530 are rotated, the thicker video

communication cable 540 within the support arm 500 can be subject to cable chaffing,

breakage, and/or other malfunctions.

[0010] The enhanced capabilities associated the video display systems 550,

communication ports, and/or interactive user (or passenger) interface devices also results in

an increase in the amount of weight to be supported by the support arm 500. Accordingly,

the support arm 500 requires further modification (and/or redesign) in order to support the

increased weight. The rotatable joints 520, 530, for example, should be sufficiently firm for



supporting the heavier video display systems 550 in the deployed position, regardless of the

selected viewing angle, but without requiring excessive force to be applied to the support

arm 500 for returning the video display systems 550 to the stowed position. In addition,

conventional support arms 500 can easily fall when deployed in intermediate deployment

positions, resulting in injuries to users and damage to the video display systems 550.

[0011] In view of the foregoing, a need exists for an improved system and method for

mounting video presentation systems and other user interface devices that overcome the

aforementioned obstacles and deficiencies of conventional mounting systems.

SUMMARY

[0012] In accordance with a first aspect of the invention there is provided a progressive

clutch system comprising:

[0013] an auxiliary main clutch disk system having a first contact surface; and

[0014] a main clutch pivot house system being rotatable relative to the auxiliary main

clutch disk system about a common axis and having a second contact surface,

[0015] wherein said first contact surface progressively engages said second contact

surface as said auxiliary main clutch disk system rotates relative to said main clutch pivot

house system.

[0016] An advantage of the invention is that the progressive clutch system allows for a

frictional resistance to rotation to be designed to be dependent on the relative orientation

between the first and second contact surfaces. This can be enabled by an engagement

between said first contact surface and said second contact surface progressively increasing as

said auxiliary main clutch disk system rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system

in a first rotation direction from a first predetermined position towards a second

predetermined position.

[0017] The auxiliary main clutch system may rotate with a minimum engagement level

when said auxiliary main clutch disk system is at or adjacent to said first predetermined

position. Engagement between said first and second contact surfaces may reach a maximum

engagement level when said auxiliary main clutch disk system reaches said second



predetermined position relative to said main clutch pivot house system, wherein said

auxiliary main clutch disk system is held stationary as said main clutch pivot house system

rotates about said auxiliary main clutch disk system. Engagement between said first contact

surface and said second contact surface may optionally progressively decrease as said

auxiliary main clutch disk system rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system in a

second rotation direction returning from said second predetermined position toward said first

predetermined position.

[0018] A first high contact surface optionally extends at a first predetermined distance

from said first contact surface. Said first high contact surface may be provided as a ramp or

at least one step for engaging said second contact surface. Said first high contact surface may

comprise a preselected ten-percent range between ten percent and ninety percent of said first

contact surface. Said first high contact surface may extend from said first contact surface

within a preselected two-mil (50 µιη) range between one-half mil (12.5 µιη) and ten mils

(250 µιη) . A second high contact surface optionally extends at a second predetermined

distance from said second contact surface, said second high contact surface optionally being

provided as a ramp or at least one step for engaging said first high contact surface,

comprising a preselected ten-percent range between ten percent and ninety percent of said

second contact surface, and/or extending from said second contact surface within a

preselected two-mil (50 µιη) range between one-half mil (12.5 µιη) and ten mils (250 µιη) .

[0019] In a general aspect, said first and second contact surfaces may each comprise a

raised portion, said contact surfaces arranged such that said raised portions progressively

engage with each other as said auxiliary main clutch system is rotated relative to said towards

said main clutch pivot house system from said first predetermined position to said second

predetermined position.

[0020] The first and second contact surfaces may be substantially planar. The high

contact surfaces may be provided by a difference in thickness of adjacent portions of a clutch

disk forming part of said auxiliary main clutch disk system or main clutch pivot house

system.



[0021] The progressive clutch system may comprise a plurality of auxiliary main clutch

disk systems, each having a first contact surface, at least one of said auxiliary main clutch

disk systems optionally comprising a main clutch shaft system, and a plurality of main clutch

pivot house systems each having a second contact surface and being rotatable about a

common axis relative to a respective one of said plurality of auxiliary main clutch disk

systems, at least one of said main clutch pivot house systems optionally comprising a main

clutch insert system being rotatable relative to a selected main clutch shaft system. Said main

clutch insert system may be formed from a thermoplastic material such as an acetal resin

(polyoxymethylene) or nylon (polyamide).

[0022] In accordance with a second aspect of the invention there is provided a

deployment system comprising:

[0023] a device mounting assembly for receiving a selected user interface device;

[0024] a main rotating joint system configured to rotatably couple said device

mounting assembly with an installation location and including a progressive clutch system

according to the first aspect, the installation location optionally comprising a wall, a ceiling, a

bulkhead, and/or a user seat.

[0025] The main rotating joint system is optionally configured to provide a minimum

engagement level when the user interface device is disposed in a stowed position and a

maximum engagement level when the user interface device is disposed in a fully-deployed

position.

[0026] The deployment system may further comprise a communication cable assembly

with a communication cable having a predetermined dimension and being terminated by a

system communication connector for communicating with a selected content system and a

device communication connector, said device communication connector being disposed at

said device mounting assembly and enabling the user interface device received by said device

mounting assembly to communicate with the selected content system via said communication

cable assembly. Said main rotating joint system optionally forms an internal channel with a

preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said



communication cable, thereby enabling said communication cable to float within said main

rotating joint system such that any twisting or bending of said communication cable due to

transitions between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position can be distributed

along a length of said communication cable.

[0027] The deployment system may further comprise an extension support system

configured to couple said device mounting assembly with said main rotating joint system,

said extension support system optionally having a proximal end region configured to couple

with said main rotating joint system and a distal end region configured to couple with said

device mounting assembly. The extension support system may form an internal channel with

a preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable, that communicates with the internal channel of said main rotating joint

system, and that enables said communication cable to float within said extension support

system such that any twisting or rotation of said communication cable due to transitions

between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position can be distributed along a length

of said communication cable. The user interface device optionally includes at least one

advanced function such that the user interface device has a weight that is greater than a

weight of a conventional video display system and/or the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable is greater than a dimension of a conventional video communication

cable and includes a cable cross-section between five hundred mils (12.7 mm) and six

hundred and fifty mils (16.5 mm).

[0028] An advantage of the deployment system incorporating the progressive clutch

system is that of helping to prevent drop injuries and/or damage to the user interface device,

as the user interface device is firmly held in place when fully deployed yet is relatively freely

moveable when in the stowed position. This also has the advantage of allowing a user to

more easily deploy the user interface device from the stowed position without requiring the

same level of force that is required to move the device from the deployed position.

[0029] In order to prevent damage to the device when rapidly stowed, the deployment

system may further include a spring or other retarding system configured to cushion the



rotational movement of the main rotating joint system as the user interface device is returned

to the stowed position. The retarding system acts to prevent the user interface device from

being dropped too quickly and thereby causing damage.

[0030] The deployment system may further comprise an interface system configured to

provide at least one of a peripheral connection port, an audio connection port, a Universal

Serial Bus (USB) port, a control switch, a video control switch, and an audio control switch.

Said interface system may be disposed upon at least one of said main rotating joint system,

said device mounting assembly, and said extension support system. At least one of said main

rotating joint system, said device mounting assembly, said extension support system, and said

interface system may be provided with a customized decorative finish selected from a group

consisting of an anodized finish, a painted finish, a decorative film coating, a snap-on cover,

and/or a leather finish.

[0031] In accordance with a third aspect of the invention there is provided a user seat

comprising:

[0032] a seatback;

[0033] an armrest; and

[0034] a deployment system according to the second aspect and being configured for

transitioning a selected user interface device between a stowed position and a fully-deployed

position, said deployment system being disposed adjacent to one of said seatback and said

armrest. The user seat optionally includes an internal compartment for stowing the user

interface device in the stowed position.

[0035] In accordance with a fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an

entertainment system suitable for installation aboard a passenger vehicle, comprising:

[0036] a selected content system;

[0037] a plurality of user interface devices for communicating with said content

system; and

[0038] a plurality of passenger seats each including a deployment system according to

the second aspect and configured for transitioning a selected user interface device between a



stowed position and a fully-deployed position, each deployment system being disposed

adjacent to one of a seatback and an armrest of a respective passenger seat. The passenger

vehicle may be selected from a group consisting of an automobile, an aircraft, a bus, a

recreational vehicle, a boat, and a locomotive.

[0039] In accordance with a fifth aspect of the invention there is provided an aircraft

comprising:

[0040] a fuselage;

[0041] a plurality of passenger seats arranged within said fuselage; and

[0042] an entertainment system according to the fourth aspect and coupled with said

fuselage.

[0043] In accordance with a sixth aspect of the invention there is provided a method for

assembling a progressive clutch system, the method comprising:

[0044] disposing a main clutch pivot house system having a second contact surface

adjacent to an auxiliary main clutch disk system having a first contact surface; and

[0045] enabling said first contact surface to progressively engage said second contact

surface as said auxiliary main clutch disk system rotates relative to said main clutch pivot

house system about a common axis.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0046] Fig. 1A shows a prior art support arm for a video display system installed at an

armrest of a passenger seat, wherein the video display system is illustrated in a deployed

position.

[0047] Fig. IB shows the prior art support arm of Fig. 1A, wherein the video display

system is illustrated in a stowed position.

[0048] Fig. 2 shows a detail drawing of the prior art support arm of Fig. 1A, wherein the

support arm includes an internal channel for receiving a video cable and a plurality of

rotatable joints.

[0049] Fig. 3 is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating an embodiment of a

deployment system for user interface devices.



[0050] Fig. 4A is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating an exploded view of

embodiment of a main rotating joint system for the deployment system of Fig. 3 .

[0051] Fig. 4B is a detail drawing illustrating an exploded view of an embodiment of the

main rotating joint system of Fig. 4A.

[0052] Fig. 5 is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of an auxiliary main clutch

disk system for the main rotating joint system of Figs. 4A-B.

[0053] Fig. 6 is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of a main clutch pivot house

system for the main rotating joint system of Figs. 4A-B.

[0054] Fig. 7 is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of a main clutch insert

system for the main rotating joint system of Figs. 4A-B.

[0055] Fig. 8 is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of a main clutch shaft system

for the main rotating joint system of Figs. 4A-B.

[0056] Fig. 9 is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of an extension support

system for the deployment system of Fig. 3 .

[0057] Fig. 1OA is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating an alternative embodiment

of the deployment system of Fig. 3, wherein the deployment system further supports one or

more peripheral devices and/or user input systems.

[0058] Fig. 10B is a detail drawing illustrating an embodiment of an extension support

system for the deployment system of Fig. 10A.

[0059] Fig. 11A is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating a vehicle information

system installed aboard an automobile.

[0060] Fig. 1IB is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating the vehicle information

system of Fig. 11A, wherein the vehicle information system is installed aboard an aircraft.

[0061] Fig. 1 is an exemplary detail drawing illustrating one preferred embodiment of a

distribution system for the vehicle information systems of Figs. 11A-B.

[0062] Fig. 13A is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating a passenger compartment

of a vehicle, wherein the vehicle information system of Figs. 11A-B has been installed.



[0063] Fig. 13B is an exemplary top-level drawing illustrating an embodiment of the

vehicle information system of Fig. 11A, wherein the vehicle information system is in

communication with the user interface devices of Fig. 3 .

[0064] It should be noted that the figures are not drawn to scale and that elements of

similar structures or functions are generally represented by like reference numerals for

illustrative purposes throughout the figures. It also should be noted that the figures are only

intended to facilitate the description of the preferred embodiments. The figures do not

illustrate every aspect of the described embodiments and do not limit the scope of the present

disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0065] Since currently-available video support arms are incompatible with heavier video

display systems and larger communication cables necessary for providing additional

functionality demanded by sophisticated users, a deployment system for user interface

devices that supports this additional functionality can prove desirable and provide a basis for

a wide range of system applications, such as vehicle information systems for installation and

use aboard automobiles, aircraft, and other types of passenger vehicles during travel. This

result can be achieved, according to one embodiment disclosed herein, by a deployment

system 100 as illustrated in Fig. 3 .

[0066] Turning to Fig. 3, the deployment system 100 can support a selected user (or

passenger) interface device 200 and couple the user interface device 200 with a content

system (or source) 310 (shown in Figs. 11A-B) associated with a proximate and/or remote

information system, such as a vehicle information system 300 (shown in Figs. 11A-B).

Illustrative user interface devices 200 are shown and described in the co-pending United

States patent applications, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DOWNLOADING

FILES," Application Serial No. 10/772,565, filed on February 4, 2004; entitled "PORTABLE

MEDIA DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING VIEWING CONTENT DURING

TRAVEL," Application Serial No. 11/154,749, filed on June 15, 2005; and entitled

"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECEIVING BROADCAST CONTENT ON A MOBILE



PLATFORM DURING INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL," Application Serial No. 11/269,378,

filed on November 7, 2005; entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INTERFACING A

PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE WITH A VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEM,"

Application Serial No. 12/210,624, filed on September 15, 2008; entitled "MEDIA DEVICE

INTERFACE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS,"

Application Serial No. 12/210,636, filed on September 15, 2008; entitled "MEDIA DEVICE

INTERFACE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS,"

Application Serial No. 12/210,652, filed on September 15, 2008; and entitled "PORTABLE

USER CONTROL DEVICE AND METHOD FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION

SYSTEMS," Application Serial No. 12/210,689, filed on September 15, 2008, which are

assigned to the assignee of the present application and the respective disclosures of which are

hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties and for all purposes.

[0067] Alternatively, and/or in addition, the user interface device 200 can be provided as

a handheld device, such as a personal media device, a laptop computer, a palmtop computer,

a personal digital assistant (PDA), a cellular telephone, an iPod® device, an iPhone® device,

an iPad® device, and/or a MPEG Audio Layer 3 (MP3) device in the manner disclosed in the

above-referenced co-pending United States patent applications, entitled "SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR DOWNLOADING FILES," Serial No. 10/772,565, filed on February 4,

2004; entitled "PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING

VIEWING CONTENT DURING TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/154,749, filed on June 15, 2005,

"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INTERFACING A PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE

WITH A VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEM," Application Serial No. 12/210,624, filed

on September 15, 2008; entitled "MEDIA DEVICE INTERFACE SYSTEM AND METHOD

FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS," Application Serial No. 12/210,636, filed on

September 15, 2008; entitled "MEDIA DEVICE INTERFACE SYSTEM AND METHOD

FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS," Application Serial No. 12/210,652, filed on

September 15, 2008; and entitled "PORTABLE USER CONTROL DEVICE AND

METHOD FOR VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEMS," Application Serial



No. 12/210,689, filed on September 15, 2008, which applications were incorporated herein

by reference above.

[0068] The deployment system 100 is shown as including a main rotating joint

system 110 and a device mounting assembly 120. The main rotating joint system 110 enables

the deployment system 100 to be installed at any suitable installation location such as a wall,

a ceiling, and/or a bulkhead. In one embodiment, the deployment system 100 can be

disposed at a user (and/or passenger) seat 440 (shown in Figs. 13A-B). The deployment

system 100 can be provided at any conventional location of the user seat 440, including, for

example, at a seatback 442 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) and/or an armrest 444 (shown in

Figs. 13A-B) of the user seat 440. Being configured to receive the selected user interface

device 200, the device mounting assembly 120 includes a suitable device communication

connector (or port) 730 (shown in Fig. 4A).

[0069] Advantageously, the main rotating joint system 110 can enable the deployment

system 100 to receive a communication cable 710 of a communication cable assembly 700

for coupling the deployment system 100 with the content source 310. The communication

cable 710 is shown as being terminated with a suitable system communication connector (or

port) 720 for coupling the deployment system 100 with the content source 310 and likewise is

terminated by the device communication connector 730 of the device mounting

assembly 120. Thereby, when the selected user interface device 200 is disposed upon the

device mounting assembly 120, the deployment system 100 enables the selected user

interface device 200 to communicate with the content source 310 via the communication

cable assembly 700.

[0070] The embodiment of the deployment system 100 of Fig. 3 is shown as including an

optional extension support system 130 for coupling the main rotating joint system 110 with

the device mounting assembly 120. The extension support system 130 can include a first (or

proximate) coupling region 130A for coupling with the main rotating joint system 110 and a

second (or distal) coupling region 130B for coupling with the device mounting assembly 120.

Although shown as comprising opposite end regions for purposes of illustration only, the



coupling regions 130A, 130B each can be disposed at any suitable location of the extension

support system 130.

[0071] As illustrated in Fig. 3, the user interface device 200 can include a video

presentation system 210 for visually presenting a video portion of viewing content (not

shown) provided by the content source 310. The viewing content can comprise any

conventional type of audible and/or visible viewing content, such as stored (or time-delayed)

viewing content and/or live (or real-time) viewing content, in the manner set forth in the

above-referenced co-pending United States patent applications, entitled "SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR DOWNLOADING FILES," Serial No. 10/772,565, filed on February 4,

2004; entitled "PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING

VIEWING CONTENT DURING TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/154,749, filed on June 15, 2005;

and entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECEIVING BROADCAST CONTENT ON

A MOBILE PLATFORM DURING INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/269,378,

filed on November 7, 2005, which applications were incorporated herein by reference above.

[0072] As desired, the viewing content can include geographical information in the

manner set forth in United States Patent No. 6,661,353, entitled "METHOD FOR

DISPLAYING INTERACTIVE FLIGHT MAP INFORMATION," which is assigned to the

assignee of the present application and the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein

by reference in its entirety. Alternatively, and/or in addition to entertainment content, such as

live satellite television programming and/or live satellite radio programming, the viewing

content likewise can include two-way communications such as real-time access to the

Internet 316 (shown in Fig. 1IB) and/or telecommunications in the manner set forth in United

States Patent No. 5,568,484, entitled "TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR USE ON COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT AND OTHER VEHICLES," which

is assigned to the assignee of the present application and the disclosure of which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. It is understood that the exemplary viewing

content as shown and described herein are not exhaustive and are provided herein for

purposes of illustration only and not for purposes of limitation.



[0073] The viewing content can be selected from viewing content stored internally within

the user interface device 200 and/or provided by a source, such as another user interface

device 200 and/or a selected content source 310 (shown in Figs. 11A-B), external to the user

interface device 200. Illustrative content sources 310 are shown and described in the co-

pending United States patent applications, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

DOWNLOADING FILES," Serial No. 10/772,565, filed on February 4, 2004; entitled

"PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING VIEWING

CONTENT DURING TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/154,749, filed on June 15, 2005; and entitled

"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECEIVING BROADCAST CONTENT ON A MOBILE

PLATFORM DURING INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/269,378, filed on

November 7, 2005, which applications were incorporated herein by reference above.

[0074] The user interface device 200 preferably includes at least one advanced function

in the manner set forth in more above. For example, the user interface device 200 can

include an audio presentation system 220 for audibly presenting an audio portion of the

viewing content. The audio presentation system 220 can be provided in any conventional

manner, such as via one or more integrated speaker systems 220A and/or audio

communication connectors (or jacks or ports) 220B. The audio connectors 220B enable the

audio viewing content to be presented via a peripheral audio system, such as headphones

and/or an external speaker system. In one embodiment, the audio presentation system 220

includes at least one sound enhancement feature such as noise cancellation, surround

sound, etc.

[0075] Alternatively, and/or additionally, the user interface device 200 can include an

input system 230 for selecting the viewing content and/or controlling the presentation of the

selected viewing content. Although shown in Fig. 3 as comprising one or more switches (or

pushbuttons), such as a keyboard or a keypad, the input system 230 can be provided in any

conventional manner and can include a pointing device (not shown), such as a mouse,

trackball, or stylus. As desired, the input system 230 can be at least partially integrated with,

and/or separable from, the user interface device 200. The input system 230 likewise can



include one or more communication ports (not shown) for coupling a peripheral input device

(not shown), such as a full-size computer keyboard, an external mouse, and/or a game pad,

with the user interface device 200. As desired, the input system 230 can be at least partially

combined with the video presentation system 210. The input system 230 thereby can

comprise a touchscreen system and/or a menu system for selecting viewing content.

[0076] If the user interface device 200 and the content source 310 communicate via the

communication cable assembly 700, the communication cable assembly 700 can have a

dimension (such as a diameter, cross-section, thickness, and/or width) that is greater than the

dimension of conventional video communication cables 540 (shown in Fig. 2). In contrast to

the conventional support arms 500 with shapes that do not allow for communication

cables 710 with larger dimensions, the deployment system 100 advantageously forms an

internal channel (not shown) with a dimension (such as a diameter, cross-section, thickness,

bore, width, and/or bend radii) that is sufficient for receiving the communication cable 710.

Stated somewhat differently, one or more of the main rotating joint system 110, the device

mounting assembly 120, and/or the extension support system 130 of the deployment

system 100 can define an internal channel with a dimension that is greater than the dimension

of internal channels within conventional support arms 500 (shown in Fig. 2) and compatible

with cable sizes, such as diameters and/or minimum bend radii, suitable for use with state-of-

the-art systems.

[0077] Despite space limitations that can exist in selected operating environments, such

as within a passenger seat 440 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) disposed aboard a passenger

vehicle 400 (shown in Figs. 13A-B), the internal channel preferably has a dimension that

permits the communication cable 710 to float within the deployment system 100. In other

words, physical contact between the communication cable 710 and one or more internal

surfaces of the deployment system 100 that define the internal channel can be minimized

because the dimension of the internal channel provides the internal channel with sufficient

space for accommodating the dimension of the communication cable 710. Any twisting of

the communication cable 710 due to rotation of the main rotating joint system 110, such as at



the coupling of the main rotating joint system 110 (and/or the device mounting assembly 120)

with the extension support system 130, thereby can be distributed along the communication

cable 710, rather than within a short twist length (and/or section).

[0078] Alternatively, and/or additionally, the coupling of the main rotating joint system

110 (and/or the device mounting assembly 120) with the extension support system 130 can

include large bend radii for facilitating installation of the communication cable 710 and/or for

further distributing any twisting along the communication cable 710. The large bend radii

can enable the internal channel adjacent to the main rotating joint system 110 to have a

dimension that permits the communication cable 710 to float within the deployment

system 100 in the manner discussed above. The deployment system 100 thereby enables

each passenger seat 440 within a passenger compartment 430 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) of a

passenger vehicle 400 to include a user interface device 200 for communicating with the

content source 310.

[0079] Further, although the weight of the user interface device 200 may be greater than

the weight of conventional video display systems 550 (shown in Figs. 1A-B), the deployment

system 100 is configured to support the user interface device 200. The main rotating joint

system 110 of the deployment system 100 advantageously includes a progressive clutch

system for holding the user interface device 200 in the deployed position, regardless of the

selected viewing angle, but without requiring excessive force to be applied to the deployment

system 100 for returning the user interface device 200 to the stowed position. Stated

somewhat differently, a force exerted by the clutch system progressively decreases as the user

interface device 200 is moved to the stowed position.

[0080] An exploded view of one embodiment of the deployment system 100 is illustrated

in Figs. 4A-B. Turning to Fig. 4B, the deployment system 100 is shown for readily

accommodating a communication cable 710 (shown in Fig. 3) having a cable width (or cross-

section) between five hundred mils (0.50 inches) and six hundred and fifty mils (0.65 inches)

or more. The main rotating joint system 110 preferably includes a main (or progressive)

clutch system 110A that comprises an auxiliary main clutch disk system 114, a main clutch



pivot house system 115, a main clutch insert system 116, and/or a main clutch shaft

system 117.

[0081] In one embodiment, the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 and the main clutch

pivot house system 115 provide respective ramped, cylindrical, and/or stepped contact

surfaces 114A, 115A, wherein the contact surface 114A of the auxiliary main clutch disk

system 114 and the contact surface 115A of the main clutch pivot house system 115

communicate (or cooperate). The communication between the contact surface 114A and the

contact surface 115A thereby enables the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 and the main

clutch pivot house system 115 to provide ramped (and/or cylindrical and/or stepped)

mechanical resistance for the main clutch system 110A as the deployment system 100

deploys. In other words, as the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 rotates relative to the

main clutch pivot house system 115 as the deployment system 100 deploys, an amount of

cooperation between the contact surface 114A and the contact surface 115A can be ramped

(and/or cylindrical and/or stepped) up. Similarly, the amount of cooperation between the

contact surface 114A and the contact surface 115A can be ramped (and/or cylindrical and/or

stepped) down as the deployment system 100 is returned to the stowed position.

[0082] In one embodiment, the mechanical resistance between the contact surface 114A

and the contact surface 115A can comprise (only) friction for resisting motion. Stated

somewhat differently, the deployment system 100 of this embodiment can be provided as a

dry deployment system. Such a deployment system 100 therefore does not require any

internal fluids and/or seals for preventing the internal fluids from leaking. The deployment

system 100 advantageously is less complicated, and requires less maintenance, than

conventional support arms 500 (shown in Figs. 1A-B).

[0083] Alternatively, and/or additionally, the main clutch insert system 116 can provide a

ramped, cylindrical, and/or stepped contact surface 116A; whereas, the main clutch shaft

system 117 can provide a ramped, cylindrical, and/or stepped contact surface 117A. The

contact surface 116A of the main clutch insert system 116 can be positioned to communicate

(or cooperate) with the contact surface 117A of the main clutch shaft system 117. The



communication between the contact surface 116A and the contact surface 117A enables the

main clutch insert system 116 and the main clutch shaft system 117 to provide ramped

(and/or cylindrical and/or stepped) friction for the main clutch system 110A as the

deployment system 100 deploys. Stated somewhat differently, as the main clutch insert

system 116 rotates relative to the main clutch shaft system 117 as the deployment system 100

deploys, an amount of cooperation between the contact surface 116A and the contact

surface 117A can be ramped (and/or cylindrical and/or stepped) up. The amount of

cooperation between the contact surface 116A and the contact surface 117A likewise can be

ramped (and/or cylindrical and/or stepped) down as the deployment system 100 is returned to

the stowed position.

[0084] Preferably, the communication between the contact surfaces 116A, 117A provides

primary friction to the clutch assembly during deployment of the deployment system 100;

whereas, the communication between the contact surfaces 114A, 115A provides secondary

friction to the clutch assembly during deployment. Advantageously, the construction of the

main clutch system 110A enables the deployment system 100 to be released from the stowed

position and to maintain approximately constant tension throughout deployment travel. The

main clutch system 110A thereby inhibits the deployment system 100 from falling in

intermediate deployment positions, preventing potential injuries to users and damage to the

user interface device 200 (shown in Fig. 3). These advantages become even more significant

as the weight of the user interface device 200 increases.

[0085] The main clutch insert system 116 and the main clutch shaft system 117 likewise

can form respective internal channels 116B, 117B each having predetermined dimensions.

When the deployment system 100 is properly assembled, the internal channels 116B, 117B

can cooperate, and have suitable predetermined dimensions, for receiving the communication

cable 710. The main clutch insert system 116 preferably are formed from an acetal resin,

nylon, or other thermoplastic material, such as Delrin® as manufactured by E.I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company of Wilmington, Delaware. As desired, the internal channel 117B of



the main clutch shaft system 117 can be internally threaded for adjusting a nut clamping for

the deployment system 100.

[0086] Figs. 4A-B illustrate that the deployment system 100 likewise can include a

release pushbutton assembly 111, a main clutch adjustment nut assembly 112, an inner side

plate assembly 113, a mounting bracket 118, and/or an outside plate assembly 119. The

release pushbutton assembly 111 enables the deployment system 100 to be released from the

stowed position and deployed. The main clutch adjustment nut assembly 112 can cooperate

with the internal channel 117B of the main clutch shaft system 117 to provide axial

compression for the clutch assembly of the deployment system 100. The mounting

bracket 118 can secure the deployment system 100 to the installation location and engages

the main clutch shaft system 117.

[0087] Figs. 5-8 respectively illustrate of one embodiment of the auxiliary main clutch

disk system 114, the main clutch pivot house system 115, the main clutch insert system 116,

and the main clutch shaft system 117. Turning to Fig. 5, for example, the auxiliary main

clutch disk system 114 is shown, wherein the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 includes

the ramped, cylindrical, and/or stepped contact surface 114A. The contact surface 114A of

Fig. 5 includes a "high" contact surface 114AH and a "low" contact surface 114AL. In other

words, each high contact surface 114AH extends at a greater distance from the contact

surface 114A than the corresponding low contact surface 114AL extends from the contact

surface 114A. The distance by which the high contact surface 114AH extends from the low

contact surface 114AL can comprise any suitable distance. In one preferred embodiment, the

high contact surface 114AH extends from the low contact surface 114AL by a distance

between about two mils (0.002") and four mils (0.004").

[0088] The contact surface 114A can have more than one high contact surface 114AH

and/or more than one low contact surface 114AL as desired. The high contact

surface 114AH likewise can extend from the contact surface 114A in a uniform and/or

variable manner. Stated somewhat differently, the high contact surface 114AH can extend

from the contact surface 114A by a fixed distance (such as a step) and/or a variable distance



(such as a ramp and/or a plurality of steps). Although the high contact surface 114AH is

illustrated in Fig. 5 as comprising approximately one-half of the contact surface 114A of the

auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 for purposes of illustration only, the high contact

surface 114AH and the low contact surface 114AL can distributed over the contact

surface 114A in any suitable ratio as desired. Exemplary ratios of the high contact

surface 114AH to the low contact surface 114AL can include 70/30, 60/40, 55/45, 45/55,

40/60, 30/70 or any other suitable ratio between 90/10 and 10/90 or more.

[0089] One embodiment of the main clutch pivot house system 115 is illustrated in Fig. 6 .

In the manner discussed above with reference to the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 of

Fig. 5, the main clutch pivot house system 115 of Fig. 6 includes a contact surface 115A with

a "high" contact surface 115AH and a "low" contact surface 115AL. In other words, each

high contact surface 115AH extends at a greater distance from the contact surface 115A than

the corresponding low contact surface 115AL extends from the contact surface 115A. The

distance by which the high contact surface 115AH extends from the low contact

surface 115AL can comprise any suitable distance, such as a distance between 0.5 mils

(0.0005") and ten mils (0.010") or more. In one preferred embodiment, the high contact

surface 115AH extends from the low contact surface 115AL by a distance between about two

mils (0.002") and four mils (0.004").

[0090] The contact surface 115A can have more than one high contact surface 115AH

and/or more than one low contact surface 115AL as desired. The high contact

surface 115AH likewise can extend from the contact surface 115A in a uniform and/or

variable manner. Stated somewhat differently, the high contact surface 115AH can extend

from the contact surface 115A by a fixed distance (such as a step) and/or a variable distance

(such as a ramp and/or a plurality of steps). Although illustrated in Fig. 6 as comprising

approximately one-half of the contact surface 115A of the main clutch pivot house

system 115 for purposes of illustration only, the high contact surface 115AH and the low

contact surface 115AL can distributed over the contact surface 115A in any suitable ratio.

The ratio of the high contact surface 115AH to the low contact surface 115AL can be



provided in the same manner set forth in more detail above with reference to the ratio of the

high contact surface 114AH (shown in Fig. 5) to the low contact surface 1HAL (shown in

Fig. 5). As desired, the ratio of the high contact surface 115AH to the low contact

surface 115AL can be the same as and/or different from the ratio of the high contact

surface 114AH to the low contact surface 114AL.

[0091] Operation of the main clutch system 110A is described with reference to Figs. 4A-

B, 5, and 6 . The auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 and the main clutch pivot house

system 115 are illustrated as being disposed on a common axis and/or rotatable about the

common axis. When the deployment system 100 is in the stowed position, the high contact

surface 115AH of the main clutch pivot house system 115 is aligned with the low contact

surface 114AL of the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114. In this alignment between the

main clutch pivot house system 115 and the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114, no axial

compression is applied by the main clutch system 110A, and the extension support

system 130 can rotate freely about the main rotating joint system 110 for a few degrees of

rotational travel.

[0092] As the extension support system 130 rotates from the stowed position, the main

clutch pivot house system 115 begins to rotate relative to the auxiliary main clutch disk

system 114. In one embodiment, the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 can be held

stationary as the main clutch pivot house system 115 rotates with the extension support

system 130. The high contact surface 115AH of the main clutch pivot house system 115

thereby begins to contact (and/or engage) the high contact surface 114AH of the auxiliary

main clutch disk system 114. The engagement between the high contact surfaces 114AH,

115AH creates an axial friction force between the main clutch pivot house system 115 and

the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114. As the extension support system 130 continues to

rotate relative to the main rotating joint system 110 toward the deployed position, the high

contact surfaces 114AH, 115AH progressively contact (and/or engage), and the resultant

axial compression escalates. The axial compression, in turn, causes a mechanical resistance



against free rotation of the extension support system 130 relative to the main rotating joint

system 110.

[0093] In a fully-deployed position (a rotational position that is furthest from the stowed

position) of the extension support system 130, the axial compression reaches its maximum

compression level. The anti-rotational clutch force thereby is maximized in the fully-

deployed position. The main clutch pivot house system 115 is shown in Figs. 4A-B as

including an optional retarding system 115C, such as a spring, that provides additional

tension relative to standard springs in conventional support arms 500 (shown in Figs. 1A-B)

and also helps to prevent (and/or inhibit) the deployment system 100 from allowing the user

interface devices 200 to drop too quickly, which can result in injuries to a device user.

[0094] Turning to Fig. 7, the main clutch insert system 116 is shown as including the

ramped, cylindrical, and/or stepped contact surface 116A. In the manner discussed in more

detail above with reference to the contact surfaces 114A, 115A (shown in Figs. 5 and 6), the

contact surface 116A of Fig. 7 includes a "high" contact surface 116AH and a "low" contact

surface 116AL. In other words, each high contact surface 116AH extends at a greater

distance from the contact surface 116A than the corresponding low contact surface 116AL

extends from the contact surface 116A. The distance by which the high contact

surface 116AH extends from the low contact surface 116AL can be provided in the manner

discussed in more detail above with reference to the distance by which the high contact

surface 115AH extends from the low contact surface 115AL.

[0095] For example, the distance by which the high contact surface 116AH extends from

the low contact surface 116AL can comprise any suitable distance, such as a distance

between 0.5 mils (0.0005") and ten mils (0.010") or more. In one preferred embodiment, the

high contact surface 116AH (shown in Fig. 6) extends from the low contact surface 116AL

(shown in Fig. 6) by a distance between about two mils (0.002") and four mils (0.004"). As

desired, the distance by which the high contact surface 116AH extends from the low contact

surface 116AL can be the same as and/or different from the distance by which the high

contact surface 115AH extends from the low contact surface 115AL.



[0096] The contact surface 116A can have more than one high contact surface 116AH

and/or more than one low contact surface 116AL as desired. The high contact

surface 116AH likewise can extend from the contact surface 116A in a uniform and/or

variable manner. Stated somewhat differently, the high contact surface 116AH can extend

from the contact surface 116A by a fixed distance (such as a step) and/or a variable distance

(such as a ramp and/or a plurality of steps). Although illustrated in Fig. 7 as comprising

approximately one-half of the contact surface 116A of the main clutch insert system 116 for

purposes of illustration only, the high contact surface 116AH and the low contact

surface 116AL can distributed over the contact surface 116A in any suitable ratio. The ratio

of the high contact surface 116AH and the low contact surface 116AL can be provided in the

same manner set forth in more detail above with reference to the ratio of the high contact

surface 114AH (shown in Fig. 5) to the low contact surface 114AL (shown in Fig. 5). As

desired, the ratio of the high contact surface 116AH and the low contact surface 116AL can

be the same as and/or different from the ratio of the high contact surface 114AH to the low

contact surface 114AL.

[0097] One embodiment of the main clutch shaft system 117 is illustrated in Fig. 8. In

the manner discussed above with reference to the main clutch insert system 115 of Fig. 6, the

main clutch shaft system 117 of Fig. 8 includes a contact surface 117A with a "high" contact

surface 117AH and a "low" contact surface 117AL. In other words, each high contact

surface 117AH extends at a greater distance from the contact surface 117A than the

corresponding low contact surface 117AL extends from the contact surface 117A. The

distance by which the high contact surface 117AH extends from the low contact

surface 117AL can comprise any suitable distance, such as a distance between 0.5 mils

(0.0005") and ten mils (0.010") or more. In one preferred embodiment, the high contact

surface 117AH extends from the low contact surface 117AL by a distance between about two

mils (0.002") and four mils (0.004"). As desired, the distance by which the high contact

surface 117AH extends from the low contact surface 117AL can be the same as and/or



different from the distance by which the high contact surface 115AH extends from the low

contact surface 115AL.

[0098] The contact surface 117A can have more than one high contact surface 117AH

and/or more than one low contact surface 117AL as desired. The high contact

surface 117AH likewise can extend from the contact surface 117A in a uniform and/or

variable manner. Stated somewhat differently, the high contact surface 117AH can extend

from the contact surface 117A by a fixed distance (such as a step) and/or a variable distance

(such as a ramp and/or a plurality of steps). Although illustrated in Fig. 8 as comprising

approximately one-half of the contact surface 117A of the main clutch shaft system 117 for

purposes of illustration only, the high contact surface 117AH and the low contact

surface 117AL can distributed over the contact surface 117A in any suitable ratio. The ratio

of the high contact surface 117AH and the low contact surface 117AL can be provided in the

same manner set forth in more detail above with reference to the ratio of the high contact

surface 114AH (shown in Fig. 5) to the low contact surface 114AL (shown in Fig. 5). As

desired, the ratio of the high contact surface 117AH and the low contact surface 117AL can

be the same as and/or different from the ratio of the high contact surface 114AH to the low

contact surface 114AL.

[0099] Operation of the main clutch system 110A is described with reference to Figs. 4A-

B, 7, and 8. The main clutch insert system 116 and the main clutch shaft system 117 are

illustrated as being disposed on a common axis and/or rotatable about the common axis. In

one embodiment, the main clutch insert system 116 and the main clutch shaft system 117 are

provided on the common axis of the auxiliary main clutch disk system 114 and the main

clutch pivot house system 115. When the deployment system 100 is in the stowed position,

the high contact surface 117AH of the main clutch shaft system 117 is aligned with the low

contact surface 116AL of the main clutch insert system 116. In this alignment between the

main clutch shaft system 117 and the main clutch insert system 116, no axial compression is

applied by the main clutch system 110A. The extension support system 130 thereby can

rotate freely about the main rotating joint system 110 for a few degrees of rotational travel.



[0100] As the extension support system 130 rotates from the stowed position, the

main clutch insert system 116 begins to rotate relative to the main clutch shaft system 117. In

one embodiment, the main clutch shaft system 117 can be held stationary as the main clutch

insert system 116 rotates with the extension support system 130. The high contact

surface 117AH of the main clutch shaft system 117 thereby begins to contact (and/or engage)

the high contact surface 116AH of the main clutch insert system 116. The engagement

between the high contact surfaces 116AH, 117AH creates an axial friction force between the

main clutch shaft system 117 and the main clutch insert system 116. As the extension

support system 130 continues to rotate relative to the main rotating joint system 110 toward

the deployed position, the high contact surfaces 116AH, 117AH progressively contact (and/or

engage), and the axial compression escalates. The axial compression, in turn, causes a

mechanical resistance against free rotation of the extension support system 130 relative to the

main rotating joint system 110. In the fully-deployed position, the axial compression reaches

its maximum compression level. The anti-rotational clutch force thereby is maximized in the

fully-deployed position.

[0101] Advantageously, the main clutch system 110A can apply the progressive axial

compression generated by the interaction between the high contact surfaces 114AH, 115AH

and/or the progressive axial compression generated by the interaction between the high

contact surfaces 116AH, 117AH to provide the mechanical resistance against free rotation of

the extension support system 130 relative to the main rotating joint system 110. The

deployment system 100 thereby can generate more anti-rotational clutch force than is

available from conventional support arms 500 (shown in Figs. 1A-B). Thereby, the

deployment system 100 can support heavier user interface devices 200 (shown in Fig. 3) and

can inhibit the user interface device 200 from dropping too quickly, which can result in

injuries to the device user.

[0102] Turning to Fig. 9, an embodiment of the extension support system 130 for the

deployment system 100 is shown. The extension support system 130 is illustrated as forming

a large bore clutch shaft 130 for communicating with the device mounting assembly 120



(shown in Fig. 3). In the manner set forth above, the large bore clutch shaft 130 has a

dimension (and/or bore or cross-section) for accommodating the communication cable 710

(shown in Fig. 3). Despite space limitations that can exist in selected operating

environments, such as within a passenger seat 440 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) disposed aboard a

passenger vehicle 400 (shown in Figs. 13A-B), the large bore clutch shaft 130 preferably has

a dimension that permits the communication cable 710 to float within the deployment

system 100. In other words, physical contact between the communication cable 710 and one

or more internal surfaces of the deployment system 100 that define the internal channel can

be minimized. Any twisting of the communication cable 710 due to rotation of the main

rotating joint system 110, such as at the coupling of the main rotating joint system 110

(and/or the device mounting assembly 120) with the extension support system 130, thereby

can be distributed along the communication cable 710, rather than within a short twist length

(and/or section).

[0103] Alternatively, and/or additionally, the coupling of the device mounting

assembly 120 with the extension support system 130 is shown as including large bend radii

for facilitating installation of the communication cable 710 and/or for further distributing any

twisting along a preselected length (and/or section) of the communication cable 710. The

large bend radii can enable the internal channel adjacent to the main rotating joint system 110

to have a dimension that permits the communication cable 710 to float within the deployment

system 100 in the manner discussed above. The deployment system 100 thereby enables

each passenger seat 440 within a passenger compartment 430 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) of a

passenger vehicle 400 to include a user interface device 200 for communicating with the

content source 310.

[0104] Another preferred embodiment of the deployment system 100 is illustrated in

Figs. 10A-B. The deployment system 100 can include an optional interface system 140 for

accommodating conventional peripheral devices (not shown) and/or providing a user input

system. The interface system 140 can be provided at any suitable location on the deployment

system 100 and is shown as being provided on the extension support system 130 for purposes



of illustration and not for purposes of limitation. The interface system 140, for example, can

include one or more conventional communication connectors (or ports) for coupling with a

personal media device, a headphone (or speaker) system, a Universal Serial Bus (USB)

device, and/or any other conventional type of peripheral device.

[0105] The user input system provided by the interface system 140 can be provided in

any conventional manner and, in one embodiment, can include one or more switches (or

pushbuttons), such as a keyboard or a keypad, and/or a pointing device, such as a mouse,

trackball, or stylus. The user input system, for example, can include a membrane switch for

providing audio volume level control and/or channel control. Thereby, additional user

functions, if not all user functions, can be integrated into the deployment system 100. In a

transportation environment, for instance, user functions advantageously can be removed from

the armrest 444 (shown in Figs. 13A-B) of the passenger seat 440 (shown in Figs. 13A-B)

and incorporated into (or integrated with) the deployment system 100. The deployment

system 100 thereby can enable simpler and/or more compact incorporation of additional

features, functions, connectivity, and/or control for the user.

[0106] The deployment system 100 can be provided with any suitable ornamental

appearance. One or more selected components 110, 120, 130, 140 of the deployment

system 100, for example, can be anodized, provided with a snap-on cover, coated with a

decorative film, covered with leather, and/or painted. The deployment system 100 thereby

can be provided with any desired customized decorative finish. Advantageously, the snap-on

cover can be readily replaced if a vehicle operator changes color schemes, if the vehicle is

sold, and/or if the cover becomes damaged.

[0107] Although the deployment system 100 may be used in conjunction with

information systems that are disposed in fixed locations, such as buildings, the deployment

system 100 likewise can advantageously be applied in portable system applications. Turning

to Figs. 11A-B, for example, the deployment system 100 can be applied in a vehicle

information system 300 that can be configured for installation aboard a wide variety of

passenger vehicles 400. Exemplary types of passenger vehicles can include an



automobile 410 (shown in Fig. 11A), an aircraft 420 (shown in Fig. 1IB), a bus, a

recreational vehicle, a boat, and/or a locomotive (or train), without limitation. If installed on

an aircraft 420 as illustrated in Fig. 1IB, for example, the vehicle information system 300 can

comprise a conventional aircraft passenger in-flight entertainment system, such as the

Series 2000, 3000, eFX, and/or eX2 in-flight entertainment system as manufactured by

Panasonic Avionics Corporation (formerly known as Matsushita Avionics Systems

Corporation) of Lake Forest, California.

[0108] As shown in Figs. 11A-B, the vehicle information system 300 can distribute

and present viewing content available from one or more content sources 310. Each content

source 310 can be provided in any conventional manner, including in the manner set forth in

the above-referenced co-pending United States patent applications, "SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR DOWNLOADING FILES," Serial No. 10/772,565, filed on February 4,

2004; and "PORTABLE MEDIA DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRESENTING VIEWING

CONTENT DURING TRAVEL," Serial No. 11/154,749, filed on June 15, 2005, as well as in

the co-pending United States patent applications, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

MANAGING CONTENT ON MOBILE PLATFORMS," Serial No. 11/123,327, filed on

May 6, 2005; and entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECEIVING BROADCAST

CONTENT ON A MOBILE PLATFORM DURING INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL," Serial

No. 11/269,378, which applications were incorporated herein by reference above. The

vehicle information system 300 likewise can receive viewing content from, and/or provide

viewing content to, another content source (not shown). In other words, the selected content

source 310 can be configured to operate as an intermediate (or relay) system in a larger

communication system that includes one or more other content sources 310.

[0109] The vehicle information system 300 can include at least one internal content

source 310, such as a media server system 312, that is installed aboard the vehicle 400 and/or

at least one remote content source 314 that can be external from the vehicle 400. Being

disposed at a headend of the vehicle information system 300, the media server system 312

can provide overall system control functions for the vehicle information systems 300 and/or



at least one media (or file) server system for storing preprogrammed content and/or the

received viewing content, as desired. The media server system 312 can include, and/or

communicate with, one or more conventional peripheral media storage systems (not shown).

Exemplary peripheral media storage systems can include optical media devices, such as a

digital video disk (DVD) system and/or a compact disk (CD) system, and or magnetic media

systems, such as a video cassette recorder (VCR) system and/or a hard disk drive (HDD)

system, of any suitable kind, for storing preprogrammed content and/or the received viewing

content.

[0110] The vehicle information system 300 can communicate with the content

sources 310 in any conventional manner, including via wired and/or wireless

communications. As shown in Fig. 1IB, for example, the vehicle information system 300

can include an antenna system 340 and a transceiver system 350 for communicating with the

remote content source 314. The antenna system 340 preferably is disposed outside the

vehicle 400, such as on an exterior surface 424 of a fuselage 422 of the aircraft 420. The

vehicle information system 300 and the remote content source 410 therefore can

communicate in any conventional wireless manner, including directly and/or indirectly via an

intermediate communication system 500, such as a satellite communication system 510. As

desired, the remote content source 314 can be configured to communicate with other

terrestrial content sources (not shown). The remote content source 314 is shown in Fig. 1IB

as providing access to the Internet 316. Although shown and described as comprising the

satellite communication system 510 for purposes of illustration, it is understood that the

communication system 500 can comprise any conventional type of wireless communication

system, such as a cellular communication system (not shown) and/or an Aircraft Ground

Information System (AGIS) communication system (not shown).

[0111] One or more seat interface systems 330 are provided for enabling passengers

to interact with the vehicle information system 300 during travel. Although the seat interface

systems 330 can comprise conventional passenger seat interface systems, the seat interface

systems 330 preferably include at least one user interface device 200 provided in the manner



discussed above. The antenna system 340 and the transceiver system 350 of the vehicle

information system 300 is illustrated in Fig. 1IB as communicating with the media server

system 321 and the user interface devices 200 via a distribution system 320. The distribution

system 320 can be provided in any conventional manner and is configured to support any

conventional type of communications, including wired communications and/or wireless

communications .

[0112] Fig. 12 illustrates an exemplary vehicle information system 300. The vehicle

information system 300 is shown in Fig. 12 as including a headend system 318 and a plurality

of passenger interface systems 200 that are configured to communicate via a distribution

system 320. The headend system 318 can have at least one content source 310, such as a

media server system 312 and/or an antenna system 340 and a transceiver system 350 each

being provided in the manner set forth in more detail above. The distribution system 320 as

shown in Fig. 12 is provided in the manner set forth in the above-referenced co-pending

United States patent application, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ROUTING

COMMUNICATION SIGNALS VIA A DATA DISTRIBUTION NETWORK," Serial

No. 11/277,896, filed on March 29, 2006, and in the above-referenced United States Patent

Nos. 5,596,647, 5,617,331, and 5,953,429, each entitled "INTEGRATED VIDEO AND

AUDIO SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USE ON

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT AND OTHER VEHICLES," which are assigned to the

assignee of the present application and the respective disclosures of which are hereby

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[0113] The distribution system 320 thereby can be provided as a plurality of area

distribution boxes (ADBs) 324, a plurality of floor disconnect boxes (FDBs) 326, and a

plurality of seat electronics boxes (SEBs) (and/or premium seat electronics boxes

(PSEBs)) 328 being configured to communicate via a plurality of wired and/or wireless

communication connections 325. Alternatively, and/or additionally, the distribution system

320 can be provided in the manner set forth in the co-pending United States patent

application "OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR



DISTRIBUTING CONTENT ABOARD A MOBILE PLATFORM DURING TRAVEL,"

Serial No. 12/367,406, filed February 6, 2009, which is assigned to the assignee of the

present application and the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety.

[0114] As illustrated in Fig. 12, the distribution system 320 can include a switching

system 322 for providing an interface between the distribution system 320 and the headend

system 318. The switching system 322 can comprise a conventional switching system, such

as an Ethernet switching system, and is configured to couple the headend system 318 with the

area distribution boxes 324. Preferably, the switching system 322 is coupled with each of the

area distribution boxes 324 via a communication connection 325.

[0115] As desired, the switching system 322 can be provided as a plurality of

interconnected switching sub-systems (not shown). If the switching system 322 is provided

as a plurality of interconnected switching sub-systems, each of the switching sub-systems

likewise can be configured to communicate with each of the area distribution boxes 324 via a

communication connection 325. Each of the area distribution boxes 324, in turn, is coupled

with a plurality of floor disconnect boxes 326 via a plurality of communication

connections 325. Although the area distribution boxes 324 and the associated floor

disconnect boxes 326 can be coupled in any conventional configuration, the associated floor

disconnect boxes 326 preferably are disposed in a star network topology about a central area

distribution box 324 as illustrated in Fig. 12.

[0116] Each floor disconnect box 326 is coupled with, and services, a plurality of

daisy-chains of seat electronics boxes 328. Although it will be noted that the number and

specific configuration of the seat electronics boxes 328 may be varied from system to system,

the floor disconnect box 326 are shown and described with reference to Fig. 12 as being

coupled with, and servicing, two daisy-chains of seat electronics boxes 328 for purposes of

illustration. Each of the daisy-chains of seat electronics boxes 328 likewise can include any

suitable number of seat electronics boxes 328 and is illustrated in Fig. 12 as including two



daisy-chained seat electronics boxes 328. The seat electronics boxes 328, in turn, are

configured to communicate with the plurality of passenger interface systems 200.

[0117] The floor disconnect boxes 326 advantageously can be provided as routing

systems and/or interconnected in the manner set forth in the above-referenced co-pending

United States patent application, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ROUTING

COMMUNICATION SIGNALS VIA A DATA DISTRIBUTION NETWORK," Serial

No. 11/277,896, filed on March 29, 2006. As desired, the distribution system 320 can

include at least one FDB internal port bypass connection 325A and/or at least one SEB

loopback connection 325B. Each FDB internal port bypass connection 325A is a

communication connection 325 that permits floor disconnect boxes 326 associated with

different area distribution boxes 324 to directly communicate. Each SEB loopback

connection 325B is a communication connection 325 that directly couples the last seat

electronics box 328 in each daisy-chain of seat electronics boxes 328 for a selected floor

disconnect box 326 as shown in Fig. 12. Each SEB loopback connection 325B therefore

forms a loopback path among the daisy-chained seat electronics boxes 328 coupled with the

relevant floor disconnect box 326.

[0118] Figs. 13A-B provide a view of a passenger compartment 430 of a passenger

vehicle 400, such as the automobile 410 (shown in Fig. 11A) and/or the aircraft 420 (shown

in Fig. 1IB), aboard which a vehicle information system 300 has been installed. The

passenger compartment 430 is illustrated as including a plurality of passenger seats 440, and

the passenger seats 440 are associated with user (or passenger) interface devices 200. The

user interface devices 200 are mounted within the passenger compartment 430 via

deployment systems 100 and can be configured to present selected viewing content provided

via the vehicle information system 300 in the manner discussed in more detail above.

[0119] The deployment systems 100 can be provided in the manner set forth above

with reference to Fig. 3 and are illustrated in Fig. 13A as being disposed in the deployed

position. Although preferably installed at an armrest 444 of a selected passenger seat 440 as

shown in Figs. 13A-B, the deployment system 100 can be installed, for example, at any



location within the passenger compartment 430, such as a wall, ceiling, and/or bulkhead,

and/or at the passenger seat 400. When installed at the seat armrest 440, the user interface

device 200 is mounted on the deployment system 100 and thereby coupled with the seat

armrest 440. The deployment system 100 extends from the seat armrest 440 into the

deployed position and allows a position of the user interface device 200 to be adjusted

relative to the passenger seat 440. As desired, a viewing angle of the user interface device

200 can readily be changed to enhance enjoyment of the presented viewing content. Fig. 13B

shows the user interface device 200 in a stowed position. As illustrated in Fig. 13B, the

passenger seat 440 can include an internal compartment 446 for stowing the user interface

device 200 when not in use.

[0120] The described embodiments are susceptible to various modifications and

alternative forms, and specific examples thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and are herein described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the

described embodiments are not to be limited to the particular forms or methods disclosed, but

to the contrary, the present disclosure is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and

alternatives.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A progressive clutch system ( 11OA), comprising:

an auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) having a first contact surface ( 114A); and

a main clutch pivot house system ( 115) being rotatable relative to said auxiliary main

clutch disk system ( 114) about a common axis and having a second contact surface ( 115A),

wherein said first contact surface ( 114A) progressively engages said second contact

surface ( 115A) as said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) rotates relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 115).

2 . The progressive clutch system ( 110A) of claim 1,

wherein an engagement between said first contact surface ( 114A) and said second

contact surface ( 115A) progressively increases as said auxiliary main clutch disk

system ( 114) rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system ( 115) in a first rotation

direction from a first predetermined position and optionally rotates with a minimum

engagement level when said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) is adjacent to the first

predetermined position and reaches a maximum engagement level when said auxiliary main

clutch disk system ( 114) reaches an second predetermined position relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 115),

wherein said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) is held stationary as said main

clutch pivot house system ( 115) rotates about said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114),

and

wherein the engagement between said first contact surface ( 114A) and said second

contact surface ( 115A) optionally progressively decreases as said auxiliary main clutch disk

system ( 114) rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system ( 115) in a second

rotation direction returning toward the first predetermined position.



3 . The progressive clutch system ( 110A) of claim 1 or claim 2,

wherein a first high contact surface ( 114AH) extends at a first predetermined distance

from said first contact surface ( 114A), said first high contact surface ( 114AH) optionally

being provided as a ramp or at least one step for engaging said second contact

surface ( 115A), comprising a preselected ten-percent range between ten percent and ninety

percent of said first contact surface ( 114A), and/or extending from said first contact

surface ( 114A) within a preselected two-mil range between one-half mil and ten mils,

wherein a second high contact surface ( 115AH) optionally extends at a second

predetermined distance from said second contact surface ( 115A), said second high contact

surface ( 115AH) optionally being provided as a ramp or at least one step for engaging said

first high contact surface ( 114AH), comprising a preselected ten-percent range between ten

percent and ninety percent of said second contact surface ( 115A), and/or extending from said

second contact surface ( 115A) within a preselected two-mil range between one-half mil and

ten mils.

4 . A progressive clutch system ( 110A), comprising:

a plurality of auxiliary main clutch disk systems ( 114) each being provided in

accordance with any one of claims 1-3, at least one of said auxiliary main clutch disk

systems ( 114) optionally comprising a main clutch shaft system ( 117); and

a plurality of main clutch pivot house systems ( 115) each being provided in

accordance with any one of claims 1-3 and being rotatable relative to a respective auxiliary

main clutch disk system ( 114) about a common axis, at least one of said main clutch pivot

house systems ( 115) optionally comprising a main clutch insert system ( 116) being rotatable

relative to a selected main clutch shaft system ( 117),

wherein said main clutch insert system ( 116) optionally is formed from an acetal

resin, nylon, or other thermoplastic material.



5 . A deployment system (100), comprising:

a device mounting assembly (120) for receiving a selected user interface device (200);

a main rotating joint system ( 110) coupling said device mounting assembly (120) with

an installation location and including a progressive clutch system ( 110A) being provided in

accordance with any one of claims 1-4, the installation location optionally comprising a wall,

a ceiling, a bulkhead, and/or a user seat (440),

wherein said main rotating joint system ( 110) provides a minimum engagement level

when the user interface device (200) is disposed in a stowed position and a maximum

engagement level when the user interface device (200) is disposed in a fully-deployed

position.

6 . The deployment system (100) of claim 5,

further comprising a communication cable assembly (700) with a communication

cable (710) having a predetermined dimension and being terminated by a system

communication connector (720) for communicating with a selected content system (310) and

a device communication connector (730), said device communication connector (730) being

disposed at said device mounting assembly (120) and enabling the user interface device (200)

received by said device mounting assembly (120) to communicate with the selected content

system (310) via said communication cable assembly (700),

wherein said main rotating joint system ( 110) optionally forms a first internal channel

with a preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (710) and that enables said communication cable (710) to float within

said main rotating joint system ( 110) such that any twisting of said communication

cable (710) due to transitions between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position

can be distributed along a length of said communication cable (710), and

wherein said device mounting assembly (120) optionally forms a second internal

channel with a preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (710), the second internal channel communicating with the first internal



channel and enabling said communication cable (710) to float within said device mounting

assembly (120) such that any twisting of said communication cable (710) due to transitions

between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position can be distributed along a length

of said communication cable (710).

7 . The deployment system (100) of claim 6,

wherein an internal surface of said main rotating joint system ( 110) defines the first

internal channel and minimizes physical contact between said communication cable (710)

and said main rotating joint system ( 110) such that any twisting of the communication

cable (710) due to rotation of said main rotating joint system ( 110) can be distributed along a

length of said communication cable (710), and

wherein an internal surface of said device mounting assembly (120) optionally defines

the second internal channel and minimizes physical contact between said communication

cable (710) and said device mounting assembly (120) such that any twisting of the

communication cable (710) due to rotation of said main rotating joint system ( 110) can be

distributed along the length of said communication cable (710).

8. The deployment system (100) of any of claims 5-7,

further comprising an extension support system (130) for coupling said device

mounting assembly (120) with said main rotating joint system ( 110), said extension support

system (130) optionally having a proximal end region for coupling with said main rotating

joint system ( 110), a distal end region for coupling with said device mounting assembly

(120), and/or forming a third internal channel with a preselected dimension that is greater

than the predetermined dimension of said communication cable (710), that communicates

with at least one of the first internal channel of said main rotating joint system ( 110) and the

second internal channel of said device mounting assembly (120), and that enables said

communication cable (710) to float within said extension support system (130) such that any

twisting of said communication cable (710) due to transitions between the stowed position



and the fully-deployed position can be distributed along a length of said communication

cable (710),

wherein the user interface device (200) optionally includes at least one advanced

function such that the user interface device (200) has a weight that is greater than a weight of

a conventional video display system (550) and/or the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (710) is greater than a dimension of a conventional video

communication cable (540) and includes a cable cross-section between five hundred mils and

six hundred and fifty mils, and

wherein the deployment system (100) helps to prevent drop injuries and damage to

the user interface device (200) and optionally further includes a spring or other retarding

system ( 115C) for preventing the user interface device (200) from dropping too quickly.

9 . The deployment system (100) of any of claim 8,

wherein a junction between the first internal channel of said main rotating joint

system ( 110) and the third internal channel of said extension support system (130) is formed

with a large bend radii for facilitating installation of the communication cable (710) and/or

for distributing any twisting along the length of said communication cable (710); and

wherein a junction between the second internal channel of said device mounting

assembly (120) and the third internal channel of said extension support system (130)

optionally is formed with a large bend radii for facilitating installation of the communication

cable (710) and/or for distributing any twisting along the length of said communication

cable (710); and

10. The deployment system (100) of any of claims 5-9,

further comprising an interface system (140) for providing at least one of a peripheral

connection port, an audio connection port, a Universal Serial Bus (USB) port, a control

switch, a video control switch, and an audio control switch, said interface system (140)



optionally being disposed upon at least one of said main rotating joint system ( 110), said

device mounting assembly (120), and said extension support system (130), and

wherein at least one of at least one of said main rotating joint system ( 110), said

device mounting assembly (120), said extension support system (130), and said interface

system (140) optionally is provided with a customized decorative finish, the customized

decorative finish being selected from a group consisting of an anodized finish, a painted

finish, a decorative film coating, a snap-on cover, and/or a leather finish.

11. A user seat (440), comprising:

a seatback (442);

an armrest (444); and

a deployment system (100) for transitioning a selected user interface device (200)

between a stowed position and a fully-deployed position, said deployment system (100) being

disposed adjacent to one of said seatback (442) and said armrest (444) and being provided in

accordance with any one of claims 5-10,

wherein the user seat (440) optionally includes an internal compartment (446) for

stowing the user interface device (200) in the stowed position.

12. An entertainment system (300) suitable for installation aboard a passenger

vehicle (400), comprising:

a selected content system (310);

a plurality of user interface device (200) for communicating with said content

system (310); and

a plurality of passenger seats (440) each including a deployment system (100) for

transitioning a selected user interface device (200) between a stowed position and a fully-

deployed position, said deployment system (100) being disposed adjacent to one of a

seatback (442) and an armrest (444) of the relevant passenger seat (440) and being provided

in accordance with any one of claims 5-10,



wherein the passenger vehicle (400) optionally is selected from a group consisting of

an automobile (410), an aircraft (420), a bus, a recreational vehicle, a boat, and a locomotive.

13. An aircraft (420), comprising:

a fuselage (422);

a plurality of passenger seats (440) arranged within said fuselage (422); and

an entertainment system (300) coupled with said fuselage (422) and being provided in

accordance with claim 12.

14. A method for assembling a progressive clutch system ( 110A), comprising:

disposing a main clutch pivot house system ( 115) having a second contact surface

( 115A) adjacent to an auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) having a first contact

surface ( 114A); and

enabling said first contact surface ( 114A) to progressively engage said second contact

surface ( 115A) as said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 114) rotates relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 115) about a common axis.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 30 September 201 1 (30.09.1 1)

CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A deployment system (100), comprising:

a device mounting assembly (120) for receiving a selected user interface device (200);

and

a main rotating joint system (110) coupling said device mounting assembly (120) with

an installation location and including a progressive clutch system ( 110A), said progressive

clutch system ( 0Α) comprising:

an auxiliary main clutch disk system (114) having a first contact

surface ( 1 14A); and

a main clutch pivot house system ( 1 15 ) being rotatable relative to said

auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 14) about a common axis and having a second

contact surface ( 1 A),

wherein said first contact surface ( 14A) progressively engages said second contact

surface ( 115A) as said auxiliary main clutch disk system (114) rotates relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 1 15).

2, The deployment system (100) of claim 1,

wherein an engagement between said first contact surface (U4A) and said second

contact surface (11 5A) progressively increases as said auxiliary main clutch disk

system ( 1 14) rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system ( 1 15) i a first rotation

direction from a first predetermined position and optionally rotates with a minimum

engagement level when said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 14) is adjacent to the first

predetermined position and reaches a maximum engagement level when said auxiliary main

clutch disk system ( 114) reaches an second predetermined position relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 5),



wherein said auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 4) is held stationary as said main

clutch pivot house system ( ) rotates about said auxiliary mai clutch disk system ( 14),

and

wherein the engagement between said first contact surface ( 14A) and said second

contact surface ( 15A) optionally progressively decreases as said auxiliary main clutch disk

system ( 114) rotates relative to said main clutch pivot house system ( 5) in a second

rotation direction returning toward the first predetermined position.

3. The deployment system ( 0) of claim 1 or claim 2,

wherein a first high contact surface ( 1 14AH) extends at a first predetermined distance

from said first contact surface ( 14A), said first high contact surface ( 14AH) optionally

being provided as a ramp or at least one step for engaging said second contact

surface ( 15A), comprising a preselected ten-percent range between ten percent and ninety

percent of said first contact surface ( 14A), and/or extending from said first contact

surface ( 14A) within a preselected two-mil range between one-half mil and ten mils, and

wherein a second high contact surface ( 1 H) optionally extends at a second

predetermined distance from said second contact surface ( 5Α), said second high contact

surface (115AH) optionally being provided as a ramp or at least one step for engaging said

first high contact surface ( 1 14AH), comprising a preselected ten-percent range between ten

percent and ninety percent of said second contact surface ( A), and/or extending from said

second contact surface ( 15A) within a preselected two-mil range between one-half mil and

ten mils.

4. The deployment system (100) of any one of the above claims, wherein said

progressive clutch system ( 10A) comprises:

a plurality of auxiliary main clutch disk systems ( ), at least one of said auxiliary

main clutch disk systems ( 14) optionally comprising a main clutch shaft system ( 1 17); and

a plurality of main clutch pivot house systems ( 15) being rotatable relative to a

respective auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 11 ) about a common axis, at least one of said



main clutch pivot house systems (115) optionally comprising a main clutch insert

system ( 16) being rotatablc relative to a selected main clutch shaft system ( ),

wherein said main clutch insert system (116) optionally is formed from an acetal

resin, nylon, or other thermoplastic material.

5. The deployment system (100) of any one of the above claims,

wherein the installation location optionally comprises a wall, a ceiling, a bulkhead,

and/or a user seat (440), and

wherein said main rotating joint system ( 10) provides a minimum engagement level

when the user interface device (200) is disposed in a stowed position and a maximum

engagement level when the user interface device (200) is disposed in a fully-deployed

position.

6. The deployment system ( 00) of any one of the above claims,

further comprising a communication cable assembly (700) with a communication

cable (7 ) having a predetermined dimension and being terminated by a system

communication connector (720) for communicating with a selected content system (3 ) and

a device communication connector (730), said device communication connector (730) being

disposed at said device mounting assembly (120) and enabling the user interface device (200)

received by said device mounting assembly (120) to communicate with the selected content

system (3 ) via said communication cable assembly (700),

wherein said main rotating joint system ( 10) optionally forms a first internal channel

with a preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (7 ) and that enables said communication cable (710) to float within

said main rotating joint system ( 10) such that any twisting of said communication

cable (710) due to transitions between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position

can be distributed along a length of said communication cable (710), and



wherein said device mounting assembly (120) optionally forms a second internal

channel with a preselected dimension that is greater than the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (710), the second interna! channel communicating wilh the first internal

channel and enabling said communication cable (710) to float within said device mounting

assembly (120) such that any twisting of said communication cable (710) due to transitions

between the stowed position and the ftilly-deployed position can be distributed along a length

of said communication cable (710).

7. The deployment system (100) of claim 6,

wherein an internal surface of said main rotating joint system ( 10) defines the first

internal channel and minimizes physical contact between said communication cable (710)

and said main rotating joint system ( 10) such that any twisting of the communication

cable (7 0) due to rotation of said main rotating joint system ( 110) can be distributed along a

length of said communication cable (710), and

wherein an internal surface of said device mounting assembly (120) optionally defines

the second internal channel and minimizes physical contact between said communication

cable (710) and said device mounting assembly (120) such that any twisting of the

communication cable (710) due to rotation of said main rotating joint system ( 10) can be

distributed along the length of said communication cable (710).

8. The deployment system (100) of claim 6 or claim 7,

further comprising an extension support system (130) for coupling said device

mounting assembly (120) with said main rotating joint system ( 1 10), said extension support

system ( 0)

optionally having a proximal end region for coupling with said main rotating joint system

( 10), a distal end region for coupling with said device mounting assembly (120), and/or

forming a third internal channel with a preselected dimension that is greater than the

predetermined dimension of said communication cable (710), that communicates with at least

one of the first internal channel



of said main rotating joint system ( 10) and the second internal channel of said device

mounting assembly (120), and that enables said communication cable (710) to float within

said extension support system (130) such that any twisting of said communication cable (710)

due to transitions between the stowed position and the fully-deployed position can be

distributed along a length of said communication cable (710),

wherein the user interface device (200) optionally includes at least one advanced

function such that the user interface device (200) has a weight that is greater than a weight of

a conventional video display system (550) and/or the predetermined dimension of said

communication cable (710) is greater than a dimension of a conventional video

communication cable (540) and includes a cable cross-section between five hundred mils and

six hundred and fifty mils, and

wherein the deployment system (100) helps to prevent drop injuries and damage to

the user interface device (200) and optionally further includes a spring or other retarding

system ( C) for preventing the user interface device (200) from dropping too quickly.

9. The deployment system (100) of claim 8,

wherein a junction between the first internal channel of said main rotating joint

system ( 10) and the third internal channel of said extension support system (130) is formed

with a large bend radii for facilitating installation of the communication cable (710) and/or

for distributing any twisting along the length of said communication cable (710); and

wherein a junction between the second internal channel of said device mounting

assembly (120) and the third internal channel of said extension support system (130)

optionally is formed with a large bend radii for facilitating installation of the communication

cable (710) and/or for distributing any twisting along the length of said communication

cable (710).



10. The deployment system (100) of any of the above claims,

further comprising an interface system (140) for providing at least one of a peripheral

connection port, an audio connection port, a Universal Serial Bus (USB) port, a control

switch, a video control switch, and an audio control switch, said interface system (140)

optionally being disposed upon at least one of said main rotating joint system ( 0), said

device mounting assembly (120), and said extension support system (130), and

wherein at least one of at least one of said main rotating joint system (110), said

device mounting assembly (120), said extension support system (130), and said interface

system (140) optionally is provided with a customized decorative finish, the customized

decorative finish being selected from a group consisting of an anodized finish, a painted

finish, a decorative film coating, a snap-on cover, and/or a leather finish.

1. A user seat (440), comprising:

a seatback (442);

an armrest (444); and

a deployment system (100) for transitioning a selected user interface device (200)

between a stowed position and a fully-deployed position, said deployment system (100) being

disposed adjacent to one of said seatback (442) and said armrest (444) and being provided in

accordance with any one of the above claims,

wherein the user seat (440) optionally includes an internal compartment (446) for

stowing the user interface device (200) in the stowed position.

12. An entertainment system (300) suitable for installation aboard a passenger

vehicle (400), comprising:

a selected content system (3 0);

a plurality of user interface device (200) for communicating with said content

system ( 0); and



a plurality of passenger seats (440) each including a deployment system ( 0) for

transitioning a selected user interface device (200) between a stowed position and a fully-

deployed position, said deployment system (100) being disposed adjacent to one of a

seatback (442) and an armrest (444) of the relevant passenger seat (440) and being provided

in accordance with any one of claims 1- ,

wherein the passenger vehicle (400) optionally is selected from a group consisting of

an automobile (4 0), an aircraft (420), a bus, a recreational vehicle, a boat, and a locomotive.

13. An aircraft (420), comprising:

a fuselage (422);

a plurality of passenger seats (440) arranged within said fuselage (422); and

an entertainment system (300) coupled with said fuselage (422) and being provided in

accordance with claim 12.

14. A method for assembling a progressive clutch system ( 1 OA) for the

deployment system (100) of any one of claims 1-10, comprising:

disposing a main clutch pivot house system (115) having a second contact surface

(115A) adjacent to an auxiliary main clutch disk system ( 14) having a first contact

surface ( 114A); and

enabling said first contact surface ( 114A) to progressively engage said second contact

surface ( 115A) as said auxiliary main clutch disk system (114) rotates relative to said main

clutch pivot house system ( 15) about a common axis.
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